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Festhalle Frankfurt 

"Neo Baroque Event Hall"

Festhalle Frankfurt is a historic event space which was was opened in

1908 for the 11th German Gymnastics Festival, but has remained

incomplete since the proposed warehouse section and conference rooms

were never built. One of the most prominent historic gems, the

magnificent Neo-Baroque structure with its imposing dome was

constructed by Fredrich von Thiersch. Today, with the capacity to hold up

to 13,500 people, the hall is part of the Frankfurter Messegelände and is

also known as 'Halle 2'. Over a century old, Festhalle is used as a venue

for music and dance concerts, parties, opera, ice-skating, tennis

tournaments, conferences and other big events. Visit the website for more

details.

 +49 69 7575 6404  festhalle.messefrankfurt.c

om/

 festhalle@messefrankfurt.c

om

 Ludwig-Erhard-Anlage 1,

Frankfurter Messegelände,

Francoforte
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Commerzbank Arena 

"World's Largest Convertible Stadium"

Constructed from 2002 to 2005, the Commerzbank Arena is one of the

world's largest convertible sports venues. The transparent roof gives the

stadium an impressive cathedral-like feel, making this a worthy

replacement of the revered old Waldstadion. The Stadium seats over

45,000 with several VIP boxes. One of the top ten football stadiums in the

country, the Commerzbank Arena was chosen as one of the primary

venues for several FIFA World Cup matches. Hosting international as well

as domestic matches, the turf is abuzz with roars of sports lovers

perennially.

 +49 69 23 808 0121  www.commerzbank-

arena.de/

 office@commerzbank-

arena.de

 Mörfelder Landstraße 362,

Francoforte
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Fraport Arena 

"Play Ball!"

Home of Fraport Skyliners and Bundesliga club United Volleys, Fraport

Arena has been filling its seats with sports fans since 1988. One of the

largest indoor sports arena in the city, the place also hosts formal events

like exhibitions and business conventions and cultural events like concerts

and comedy shows. The striking design of this sports hall with his high-

rise ceiling and comfortable seats that provide a fantastic view of the

court adds to its appeal.

 +49 69 2124 8851  www.frankfurt.de/sixcms/

detail.php?id=3867&_ffmp

ar%5b_id_inhalt%5d=2307

3&_ffmpar%5b_id_eltern%

5d=3591

 ffm.ballsporthalle-

info@stadt-frankfurt.de

 Silostrasse 46, Francoforte
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Großsporthalle Rüsselsheim 

"Have a Ball!"

Walter-Köbel-Sporthalle is a multi-purpose state-of-the-art sports arena.

With a capacity for 4,500 spectators, this place is home to professional

sports like hockey and volleyball; the center organizes training and

competitions for the same from time to time. Judo is another sport this

center has been promoting over the years. And as far as non-sporting

events is concerned, this center hosts plenty of cultural events, rock

concerts, fairs and exhibitions as well.

 +49 6142 83 2797  www.stadt-ruesselsheim.d

e/rd/1341.htm

 sportamt.discher@ruessels

heim.de

 Evreuxring 31, Rüsselsheim
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